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In this Issue:

• Super Jack now available
• Underslug Platform to
transport people to shaft
bottom
• B&D Manufacturing
building brand new
facility to bring all
operations to one locale

B&D is pleased to welcome
AMS as one of our distributors in Nevada. AMS will be
a valuable asset to
providing access to B&D
products in Nevada and the
surrounding states.
B&D declared one of
“5 Great Places To
Work”

In the October 2006 issue
of Northern Ontario Business, B&D Manufacturing
has been honoured as one
of 5 companies in Northeastern Ontario as a great
place to work.
Andre Ruest, general manager, quoted in the article
says, “I’ve always stressed
that if it wasn’t for the
people that we have, we
wouldn’t be where we are
today.”
For the complete article
visit:
www.bdmfg.com
(click “B&D in the news”)

Super Jack on a safety mission

The B&D Super Jack was engineered and built by B&D with
safety being priority number
one. In additon, it also decreases
maintenance time translating into
increased production.
When maintenance is required
on your fleet, this sturdy and
dependable device can lift and
secure the largest haulage trucks
in the world. The B&D Super Jack
enables workers to perform the
required maintenance to your
vehicles in a secure and safe
environment.
Easy to operate requiring only
one individual, the Super Jack
can perform it’s task in five
simple steps.
1. Drive the Super Jack into
position
2. Hydraulically lift the truck
3. Hydraulically insert locking
pins.
4. Mechanically lock pins.
5. Perform tag and lock-out
procedure.

The Super Jack can double as
a safety stand while the work
is being done on the truck or if
you need to use it to lift another
vehicle, just simply replace it
with a pair of B&D 100 Ton Safety
Stands.
The Super Jack is a fully computer controlled, hydraulically driven
vehicle. It can sense the characteristics of the lift with a feedback
screen that enables the operator
to visually monitor the vehicle
tonnage, tilt and limits.
It can be custom fit to accomodate your fleet.
Where equipment is massive and
people are small you need to add
a B&D Super Jack to your operation today.
For information:
Jerry Jordt
Spring Creek, Nevada
775-934-7720

... More News

Transport workers safely and easily
to shaft bottoms
When workers and equipment need to be
transported to the shaft bottom for inspections or repairs, count on B&D’s Underslung
Platform to take them comfortably, safely
and easily. The unique B&D Underslung Platform can transport four individuals.
The platform can be simply installed by
suspending and attaching four slings under
the conveyance and positioning and locking
the cam wheels to shaft guides. Made with
lightweight, heavy-duty aluminum and
engineer certified, installation is quick and
simple on conventional or Copey hoists for
skips and cages.
For safe and easy transport of your workers,
get your B&D Underslung Platform today.
Technical service:
Gilles Grandmaison

B&D moving to brand
new facility in 2007

B&D Manufacturing has officially broke
ground and the construction of their brand
new, state-of-the-art 46,000 square foot
facility is underway.
The new building will enable B&D to bring
all of their current operations under one
roof. This will enable B&D to more
efficiently serve its growing and diverse
customer base.
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568 Falconbridge Rd.,
Unit 6 Sudbury, ON P3A 4S4
P: (705) 566-7429 F: (705) 566-2780
www.bdmfg.com
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Helping industry succeed with every turn.
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B&D will be holding an open-house to
showcase their new space later in 2007
so look for details in future issues of
News You Can Use.

